Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were grown via pyrolytic chemical vapor deposition technique and explored for their infrared sensing behavior. CNT synthesis was carried out over cobalt zinc ferrite (Co 0.5 Zn 0.5 Fe 2 O 4 ) catalyst nanoparticles under different gas flow conditions to control outside diameter of the nanotubes. It was found that a progressive decrease in the carbon precursor gas (acetylene in this case) from 5:1 to 9:1 (v/v) causes reduction of average CNT diameter from 85 nm to 635 nm. Growth conditions involving higher temperatures yield nanotubes/nanofibers with outer diameter of > 500 nm, presumably due to surface aggregation of nanoparticles or increased flux of carbonaceous species at the catalyst surface or both. Current-voltage characteristics of the nanotubes depending on the CNT diameter, revealed linear or nonlinear behavior. When incorporated as sensing layer, the sensitivity of ∼ 5.3 was noticed with response time of ∼ 4.1 s. It is believed that IR sensing characteristics of such CNT-based detectors can be further enhanced through post-synthesis purification and chemical functionalization treatments.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one-dimensional nanostructures, analogous to rolled graphene sheets into cylindrical shape, which gives them chirality and exhibit
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2 hybridization among covalently bonded carbon atoms. 1, 2 In case of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), the concentric cylindrical shells interact with each other through van der Walls forces. 3, 4 Properties of CNT are very sensitive to their structure. CNTs can be metallic or semiconductors depending on their chirality. 5 Several factors influence the nanotubes diameter including catalyst nanoparticle size, growth temperature, gas mixture and growth time. 2 A strong correlation exists between the nanotube chirality and its diameter. 6 CNTs offer unique properties making them attractive for use in optical, thermal, chemical, mechanical, electrical, electromechanical and biological applications.
7-9
Among several methods for synthesis of CNTs, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique offers certain advantages of low production cost, 1 high production yield, 10 scalability, growth on various substrates 11 and at much lower temperatures, to list a few. 12, 13 During CVD process, the precursor source for carbon is pyrolytically decomposed and the subsequent influx of species at the nanoparticle surface promotes carbon dissolution and its supersaturation into the catalyst nanoparticle, thus leading to the crystallization of excess carbon in the form of cylindrical network with an outside diameter that corresponds to the average nanoparticle size. While there is heat generation, to a certain extent, owing to decomposition of the hydrocarbon gas, fraction of this heat is absorbed during carbon crystallization causing thermal gradient to develop inside the particle which keeps the process going. 14 Transition metals have been found to be efficient catalysts because of their high carbon solubility at elevated temperatures and high carbon diffusion rates. The presence of catalyst nanoparticles during CVD growth is critical to nucleation and subsequent nanotubes synthesis.
15
In addition to a precursor gas for carbon, the use of argon gas prevents formation of amorphous carbon around nanosized catalyst particles beside controlling/reducing the CNT diameter. It also acts as a carrier or diluting agent to regulate growth kinetics through adjustment of acetylene decomposition rate. 12 In case of oxide nanoparticles, the hydrogen atoms produced from thermal decomposition reduce the metal oxide into pure metal, leading to slight reduction in size and surface activation for CNT growth.
10
When used as radiation detectors, CNTs show wide absorbance and large photoresponse in the infrared spectral regime although a clear understanding of its origin is still not known. 16 For semiconductor CNTs, the band gap energy has values in the range of 0.4 eV and 6.0 eV, 17 there is an inverse relationship between the nanotubes diameter and band gap energy. The electronic configuration of CNTs depends on contribution from each individual shell making up the MWCNT structure.
18,19
The electronic properties of CNT are very sensitive to the geometric structure. Multi-wall nanotubes can be metallic or semiconducting depending upon the diameter which, in turn, is inversely proportional to band gap energies. 
Diameter control of CNTs
In this paper, we present our findings on CNT growth at various processing conditions of temperature and gas mixture ratios. Using mixed ferrites as catalyst nanoparticles and argon-acetylene gas mixtures, the influence of processing variables on nanotubes diameter was assessed followed by electrical characterization and determination of infrared (IR) radiation detection capabilities. Possible correlations between growth conditions, CNT characteristics and IR sensing behavior on CNT are discussed.
Experimental Procedure
CNTs were synthesized through CVD process with mixed ferrites as catalyst nanoparticles supported over silicon (100) surface and acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) gas as carbon precursor source. Catalyst nanoparticles with the average size of ∼10 nm (iron-based compound Co 0.5 Zn 0.5 Fe 2 O 4 ) were synthesized by chemical route and selected because iron-based catalysts usually produce carbonaceous tubes with high efficiency. A suspension of 0.15 g catalyst powder in 10 mL ethanol was sonicated for 10 min followed by taking a droplet of the suspension over clean silicon substrate surface. The catalyst loaded substrate was then inserted into a quartz tube (Φ 3.5 cm, length 100 cm) in a tube furnace. The nanoparticles supporting surfaces were heated to the synthesis temperatures of 730
• C to 800
flow was maintained at 10 sccm for 25 min along with argon gas at a flow rate of 50, 70 or 90 sccm. Schematic illustration of CNT growth, as presented in Fig. 1 , clearly demonstrates the experimental setup. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination was carried out to investigate the nanotubes morphology. The common practice of measuring the outer diameter of CNTs with the help of SEM results was followed, as suggested by many other independent researchers. [5] [6] [7] 11, 12 Also, extra care was taken and more than 80 measurements were averaged with best possible accuracy and precision. For IR radiation detection, gold electrodes with a thickness of ∼100 nm were fabricated onto glass substrates (4 × 6 mm 2 ) via sputter deposition technique. The CNT scratched from Si support were applied to the spacing between electrodes by means of doctor blade apparatus. Both electrodes were connected to the sourcemeter (Keithley, model 2000) to measure any change in the electrical resistance ( Fig. 2) while using a 100 W infrared lamp as IR radiation source. 
Results and Discussion
Carbon nanotubes were produced via pyrolytic decomposition of C 2 H 2 gas. The enthalpy change associated with C 2 H 2 dissociation is large and negative, indicating the exothermic nature of the dissociation reaction. Since the reaction does not lead to net generation or consumption of gas, the entropy change is small and ΔG 0 r changes only mildly with temperature. Although the P H2 /P C2H2 ratio, when plotted against temperature (Fig. 3) , decreases with increasing temperature, yet it is independent of the total pressure. Thus, an increase in temperature does not favor the dissociation of acetylene. In other words, C 2 H 2 decomposition is a kinetically controlled process. This is also evident from the fact that, for the same gas flow ratio, there is no drastic change in average outer diameter of the resulting MWCNTs. An increase in growth temperature from 730
• C, however, resulted in much greater degree of variation in the outer diameter. From SEM microstructures of the nanotubes shown in Fig. 4 , the average CNT diameter is found to be in the range of ∼ 85 nm to 635 nm. For the same gas flow ratio, a progressive increase in the average diameter value was noticed. Such behavior may be attributed to an increased flux of carbonaceous species at the catalyst nanoparticle surfaces or nanoparticle clustering due to surface mobility at elevated temperatures followed by CNT growth or both.
As the argon to acetylene gas flow ratio (Ar:C 2 H 2 ) is varied from 50:25 to 90:25 (sccm), the drop in carbon concentration at the nanoparticle surface causes marked decrease in the nanotubes diameter as manifested by an average value of 85 nm for CNT growth at 730
• C. Since the initial catalyst nanoparticles have mixed spinal ferrite composition, it is anticipated that hydrogen produced upon C 2 H 2 decomposition is utilized in reduction of these oxides into metallic state. Deposition of amorphous carbon beside nanotubes growth, in the form of spherical particles, few microns in diameter, is also observed after CNT growth at 765 • C, 50:25 Ar:C 2 H 2 and low total gas flow result in formation of a host of CNT morphologies, from straight to coiled.
6
While assessing the effect of CNT growth temperature, we observe that the effect of C 2 H 2 :Argon flow rate ratio is most pronounced in case of synthesis at in CNT diameters produced from a particular set of growth conditions. The degree of variation in CNT diameter decreases upon dilution of C 2 H 2 gas for all growth temperatures.
The difference in CNT characteristics was assessed by means FTIR spectroscopy studies of CNTs synthesized at different conditions, as shown in Fig. 6 . The intense, sharp peak located at 1026 cm −1 is representative of Si-O stretching vibrations 8 and is caused by the Si substrate on which CNTs were grown. The broad peak present at 3450 cm −1 is characteristic of O-H stretching mode vibrations that can be attributed to the trace of water in the KBr pellet used for analysis. The weak shoulder peak at ∼ 3700 nm −1 (blue, brown and green spectra) may be attributed to the presence of free hydroxyl groups. The small, noticeable peaks at 2851 cm
and 2924 cm −1 correspond to the C-H asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the long alkyl chain. The stretching mode vibrations of the C C bonds in the hexagonal network of CNT backbone structure gives rise to the peak at 1635 cm −1 . 14,16 The C-H bending mode vibrations of the alkyl chain cause formation of the peak at ∼1461 cm −1 , for red and pink spectra. The shoulder peak positioned at 1110 cm −1 for blue, brown and green spectra maybe attributed to the C-C-H symmetric bending. The four peaks in the 480-600 cm −1 spectral regime, seen in case of blue, brown and green spectra, maybe considered to be indicative of metallic/semi-metallic CNT structures while the rest of the transitions correspond to semiconductor structures. The fact that van Hove singularities, an indicator of discrete density of states in one-dimensional structures, give rise to the presence of absorption bands in the spectral region from 480-600 cm −1 , it is possible that, under some of the growth conditions explored, MWCNTs with metallic structure and very small outer diameter were produced. In the absence of any post-synthesis purification or functionalization treatment, the similarity in IR spectra for blue, brown and green spectra indicate towards similar characteristics of CNTs grown at 765 • C and 800
• C temperature and high Ar:C 2 H 2 ratio (50:25 or 70:25). The electrical properties of the CNTs depend on their structure and chirality.
1 Upon IR irradiation, the current-voltage (I-V) behavior of the nanotubes, produced at different conditions, are presented in Fig. 7 . It was observed that the CNTs produced at 800 • C and 25:90 C 2 H 2 :Argon flow ratio exhibit linear behavior characteristic of small diameter CNTs. CNTs grown at 800
• C having greater diameter showed semi-metallic behavior indicative of the presence of mixture of semiconducting and metallic CNTs. At this temperature, tunneling to inner tube shells and conduction through interbands and intrabands might be the major reasons for electrical transportation through CNTs. 6 CNTs grown at 730
• C and 765
• C having smaller diameter showed the linear behavior. The inset showed the magnified I-V curve of CNTs grown at 800
• C and argon flow of 90 sccm. This nonlinear effect may be due to Schottky-diode behavior caused by formation of junctions between metal contact-CNT or metallic-semiconducting nanotubes. It is noteworthy that, in addition to the properties of the nanotubes, the electrical behavior arises from other factors also including, temperature, 22,23 inter-and intra-tube conductivity caused by solvent effects and tube/contact resistance. 24 The CNT growth temperature has also been reported to influence transition from strong metallic to semi-metallic behavior upon synthesis at higher temperature.
25
IR radiation sensing mechanism is related to energy absorption by the semiconducting CNTs and the subsequent change in electrical properties before and after IR radiation. At the onset of IR irradiation, the current rises immediately with an associated drop in the electrical resistance whereas the current falls back to its original value when the irradiation is switched off. This behavior is mainly because of photo-generated free charge carriers. The sensitivity "R s " of different prototypes was measured using ΔR/R 0 = (R − R 0 )/R 0 where R is the maximum resistance before infrared illumination on the sample and R 0 is the minimum resistance after infrared illumination. The calculated average sensitivity of device was R s = 5.3% and average response time was t res = 4.1 s. There is a decrease in overall resistance with passage of time, this is due to the atmospheric and thermal effects (Bolometric effect). The overall thermal effect can be reduced at lowering sensor temperature.
6
In summary, randomly oriented CNTs were successfully synthesized at different growth conditions. Morphological and structural study reveals the reduction of diameter of CNTs due to increase in inert gas concentration. We observed that diameter of CNTs can be controlled by dilution of hydrocarbon and it has a significant effect on growth of CNTs. Electrical properties showed the semimetallic behavior. The developed prototype sensors have good response towards IR radiations.
